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A B S T R A C T   

This research delves into the nuanced dynamics influencing photocurrent generated in bifacial photovoltaic 
modules within the framework of agrovoltaic applications. Our findings underscore the necessity of using 
spectral data over absolute values regards to the wavelength dependence for precise energy yield predictions. 
Particularly, it is demonstrated that the ground reflectance plays a pivotal role. The type of soil (compact or 
tilled) and crop growth cycle contribute to temporal variations, significantly affecting energy production. 

In order to validate the proposed methodology for estimating photocurrent generated by APV systems based 
on spectral data, we conducted tests in two different irradiance conditions, deliberately chosen for their contrast: 
clear sky and hazy sky conditions. Experimental measurements were conducted for global, direct, and diffuse 
irradiance spectral components in both atmospheric scenarios. Additionally, we performed comprehensive 
spectral reflectance measurements for various soil types and crops throughout an entire growth cycle to depict 
the temporal variations in these values. It is observed an overestimation in the ratio between front and rear 
photocurrent generated by the bifacial PV module when the model relies on absolute values of solar irradiance 
and ground reflectance, compared to utilizing spectral input data. Furthermore, the analysis of absolute values 
fails to reveal a significant dependence on atmospheric conditions. 

In summary, this research discussed the implications of spectral data, geometry and atmospheric conditions, 
for bifacial PV modules in agrovoltaic applications.   

1. Introduction 

Bifacial photovoltaic (PV) modules, in contrast to conventional 
monofacial PV modules, have the capability to absorb solar radiation 
from both the front and back sides of the PV module [1]. This unique 
feature allows them to capture not only global radiation but also the 
diffused and reflected radiation from the Earth’s surface. The earliest 
research on bifacial PV modules dates back to 1960 [2], primarily 
focusing on crystalline silicon technology. The first commercial product 
was developed in 1979 specially for the Solar Power Satellite program 
[3]. Since then, bifacial PV modules have garnered considerable interest 
in the realm of commercial large-scale PV plants due to their potential to 
increase energy output while minimizing space requirements compared 
to conventional PV systems. By 2020, the bifacial technology had 
captured 17 % of the module market share, a number that has continued 
to climb, reaching 30 % in 2022 [4,5]. 

Numerous research studies have examined the influential factors 
affect the operational efficiency of bifacial PV modules, including solar 
radiation components (global, direct and diffuse), tilt angle, tracker 
height, and albedo coefficient. Despite the significance of these factors, a 
predominant trend among PV system designers involves treating these 
parameters as absolute values, disregarding spectral information. This 
practice often stems from the limitations inherent in widely used PV 
design software such as PVsyst or SAM [6–8]. Notably, Mouhib et al. [4] 
outlined specific albedo coefficient for various ground types, revealing 
values of 0.334 for light soil, 0.414 for white sand, 0.140 for green grass, 
and 0.391 for a concrete slab. Their analysis concluded that the selection 
of white sand as the ground material leads to an optimal energy yield 
scenario for bifacial PV modules. Furthermore, Asgharzadeh et al. [9] 
assessed array mismatch production with a ground albedo of 21 %, 
while Ghenai et al. [10] unveiled a linear relationship between energy 
yield in bifacial PV modules and the albedo coefficient. In a related 
study, Jang et al. [11] conducted comprehensive testing on a bifacial PV 
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system, evaluating various operation conditions including the choice of 
reflecting material, vertical and tilted orientation, and temperature 
mismatch. However, their findings lacked spectral information per-
taining to irradiance or the material properties of the reflecting surfaces. 
Similarly, Baghel et al. [12] conducted a thorough performance evalu-
ation of a bifacial PV system, optimizing the tilt angle and albedo co-
efficient using simulation and experimental data collected in India. Also, 
Sun et al. [13] developed a concise anisotropic model for bifacial PV 
modules, considering different incident angles and ground reflection 
conditions, but neither of these studies accounted for any spectral values 
in the analysis. 

Nonetheless, it is imperative to consider the influence of the spectral 
dependence of solar irradiance and ground surface reflectivity in order 
to accurately assess the performance of bifacial PV modules, particularly 
when comparing various boundary conditions [14]. The spectral impact 
on bifacial PV modules is of heightened significance compared to con-
ventional crystalline silicon PV modules due to the independent in-
teractions of different solar radiation components (global, direct, and 
diffuse) with the surrounding environment and the PV system, with 
these interactions being inherently spectrally dependent (Fig. 1). 
Despite the significance of this factor, only a limited number of studies 
have utilized spectrally resolved data to investigate the performance of 
bifacial PV modules. Tonita et al. [15] investigated the correction of 
spectral albedo mismatch on bifacial PV modules and their energy 

output prediction. Additionally, Riedel-Lyngskaer et al. [16] analyzed 
experimental data of bifacial PV systems obtained with different spec-
troradiometers and pyranometers, finding spectral impacts ranging from 
0.98 to 1.20. Furthermore, Monokroussos et al. [17] validated an optical 
model designed to define the spectral irradiance on the rear side of 
bifacial PV modules under standard test conditions. 

One of the most promising applications for bifacial PV modules lies 
in agrovoltaic (APV) systems. However, in this particular design, 
heightened precision is imperative for photocurrent generation, and 
later for the energy yield model. This necessity arises from the intricate 
interplay of spectral reflections within the adjacent components, such as 
the vegetation and soils, and it is crucial to consider that both compo-
nents modify their optical properties over time. So, considering both 
optical properties as absolute and constant oversize the energy genera-
tion estimated in the PV system. The APV concept was originally 
developed by Goetzberger and Zastrow [18], elucidating that elevating 
PV modules to a sufficient height ensures the uniform distribution of 
irradiance on the ground throughout the day, thereby facilitating effi-
cient plant growth. However, new agricultural techniques have under-
gone significant development in recent years, leading to the 
classification of APV systems into three main types. The first involves 
alternating rows of crops and PV strings in an open field. In contrast, the 
other two configurations entail installing PV modules above the crops, 
either as the rooftop covering for greenhouse or by mounting the PV 
modules in an open-air setting [19]. 

So, the primary advantage of APV systems lies in the potential 
augmentation of dual land use, thereby mitigating the environmental 
impact of expansive PV system within society [20]. Dupraz et al. sug-
gested that land use efficiency could be enhanced to 70 % through the 
implementation of APV systems. This indicates that at least 1.7 times 
more land would be required to achieve the benefits from individual 
solar energy generation and conventional agricultural activities [21]. 
Nonetheless, the increased installation expenses associated with PV 
modules, inverters, and trackers on agricultural land might lead to 
higher crop prices, underscoring the significance of mitigating yield 
losses in APV systems [22]. 

The fundamental hypothesis underlying this system posits that 
certain vegetables can withstand partial shading, thereby resulting in a 
dual benefit of controlling water consumption through reduced soil 
evaporation and optimizing plant transpiration [23–25]. The identifi-
cation of crops compatible with PV module shading is pivotal for opti-
mizing the performance of any APV system. Interactions between 
radiation and plant physiology, alongside other limiting factors for crop 

Nomenclature 

R Absolute reflectivity 
APV Agrovoltaic 
fDNI Angular losses factors of the direct irradiance 
fDHI Angular losses factors of the diffuse irradiance 
fr Angular losses factors of the reflected irradiance 
Gb Beam irradiance on a horizontal surface 
Rc(λ) Crop reflectivity 
kd(λ) Diffuse fraction correlation 
DNI(λ) Direct Normal Irradiance 
DHI(λ) Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance 
Pout Electrical output power of PV module 
EQE(λ) External Quantum Efficiency 
FF Fill factor 
GHI(λ) Global Horizontal Irradiance 
Rg(λ) Ground reflectivity 
GHIR(λ) Ground-reflected irradiance 
Gfront(λ) Irradiance on the front side of the PV module 

Grear(λ) Irradiance on the rear side of the PV module 
Voc Open-circuit voltage 
PV Photovoltaic 
β PV module tilt angle 
ϕb Ratio of the beam irradiance on the tilted surface to that on 

a horizontal surface 
ξ Relative ratio between front/rear short-circuit 

photocurrent in the bifacial PV module 
ΔJ Relative difference between absolute and spectral 

photocurrent 
Jsc Short-circuit photocurrent 
Jfront

sc Short-circuit photocurrent in the front side of the bifacial 
PV module 

Jrear
sc Short-circuit photocurrent in the rear side of the bifacial 

PV module 
R(λ) Spectral reflectivity 
Gd,tilt Total tilted diffuse irradiance 
Fi,j View factor coefficients  

Fig. 1. Bifacial PV system installed on a non-uniform ground covered by crops 
and soil. 
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production, are central considerations. Certain vegetables exhibit 
tolerance to partial shading and can be strategically planted beneath PV 
modules (Fig. 2a). Conversely, other plant species are recommended to 
be positioned in the gaps between PV modules in each array (Fig. 2b). 
These options have a critical influence in the optical model for the 
photocurrent estimation of the bifacial PV modules installed on the APV 
system. The selection criteria for these placements revolve around 
ensuring that the presence of PV modules does not adversely impact 
their photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) [26–28]. For an in-depth 
exploration of the environmental factors influencing crop dependence, a 
comprehensive review is available in [29]. 

Among the various PV technologies available in the market, bifacial 
PV modules stand out as one of the most advantageous options for APV 
applications, either large-scale systems or greenhouses [30,31]. Never-
theless, the accurate prediction of photocurrent in bifacial PV modules 
installed in APV systems incorporating these modules encounters 
inherent complexities. Specifically, the diffuse irradiance reaching from 
the rear surface of the PV module is contingent upon the ground con-
dition (whether it be soil or vegetation) [32]. The non-uniformity of 
solar radiation on the rear surface of the bifacial PV modules stands as 
one of the most critical limiting factors. This non-uniformity is heavily 
contingent upon module elevation, particularly pronounced under 
conditions of non-uniform irradiance, which are prevalent in APV sys-
tems [33]. Furthermore, crop growth stage exerts a notable influence on 
the type of surface reflection, encompassing Lambertian reflection, 
specular reflection, directional diffuse reflection, or diffuse retro- 
reflection. 

An additional intricacy that is often overlooked in photocurrent 
predictions of this nature pertains to the incident angle dependence and 
the shadowing evolution in the bare soil or crop zone, affecting the re-
flected diffuse irradiance on the rear side of the bifacial PV module. This 
issue can be solved using the concept of view factors, typically not in-
tegrated into conventional predictions [34]. They rely on the basic 
principle of conservation of radiation, aiming to estimate the fraction of 
irradiance reflected from neighboring surfaces or the ground to the rear 
side of a bifacial PV module through geometric considerations. It is 
essential to consider the view factor in APV systems, as it profoundly 
influences the spatial distribution of shading and the result homogeneity 
of the reflected irradiance, thereby impacting the overall system per-
formance. As such, a comprehensive understanding of the dynamic 
interplay between ground conditions, crop growth phases, and the view 
factor is indispensable for refining photocurrent estimation models in 
bifacial APV systems. However, in our experience, there are no 

previously published articles analyzing the dynamic effect of crop 
growth and its impact on the reflectivity to evaluate the performance of 
bifacial PV modules. 

It has been previously pointed out the relevance of albedo charac-
terization to predict the performance of APV systems. Moreover, albedo 
depends on the spectral and angular distributions of the solar irradiance, 
which are linked to the environmental conditions and the relative po-
sition of the sun to the PV module. However, majority of the energy 
prediction models employed absolute values of the radiation [35–38], 
and thus, incorporating uncertainty to their results. 

The primary objective of this research study is to introduce a spectral 
correction regards to the wavelength dependence into the photocurrent 
generation prediction models applicable to bifacial PV modules inte-
grated into APV systems. Conventionally, these models have relied upon 
absolute values of irradiance and albedo, often neglecting the temporal 
evolution of crops and the optical disparities between bare soil and crop 
zones. The outcomes of this research, coupled with the proposed 
methodology, stand to enhance the precision of performance predictions 
for PV systems incorporating bifacial PV modules. This improvement is 
crucial for advancing the accuracy of business models essential for 
widespread adoption of this PV technology. In pursuit of this objective, 
our methodology incorporates spectral measurements of irradiance, 
encompassing Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), Direct Normal Irra-
diance (DNI), and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI). Moreover, the 
methodology proposed integrates the spectral reflectivity of both soil 
and vegetation, with these values derived from experimental data 
monitored over a period of time to test the influence of the crop growth. 
This information presents an additional novel perspective by examining 
the dynamic optical properties resulting from the natural evolution of 
crops over time and elucidates how these parameters impact the 
photocurrent on the rear side of bifacial PV modules. Two experimen-
tally distinct sky conditions, namely a clear and a hazy sky condition 
characterized by elevated diffuse irradiance, are considered to conduct a 
sensitivity test of the proposed methodology. 

A key element of the methodology involves the incorporation of the 
view factor procedure as function of the sun height to consider the effect 
of inter-row distance, tracker height, shadows and crop surface. By 
leveraging this approach, we compare the photocurrent predictions 
derived from spectral values under various boundary conditions. These 
results are subsequently juxtaposed against predictions expected when 
relying on absolute values, as in common in the majority of commercial 
software applications. Through this comparative analysis, we aim to 
underscore the efficacy of our proposed spectral correction in enhancing 
the accuracy of photocurrent predictions for bifacial PV modules in 
diverse environmental conditions. The overarching goal is to contribute 
valuable insights that will foster advancements in the adoption and 
optimization of bifacial PV technology within the broader context of 
renewable energy systems. 

While previous studies have examined aspects such as view factor 
theory and spectral irradiance data separately, our research fills a sig-
nificant gap by integrating these parameters into a novel unified model 
to predict the photocurrent of APV systems. The proposed model is a 
theoretical exploration based in experimental measurements, including 
solar irradiance (absolute and spectral data), and optical reflectance of 
soil and crops. Importantly, we incorporate dynamic spectral properties 
of crops throughout their natural growth cycle, a feature not addressed 
in prior literature. In this study, we predict the photocurrent of bifacial 
PV modules by synthesizing various information sources previously re-
ported, including the view factor model for crucial PV plant design 
considerations (such as inter-row distance, shadows, and tracker 
height), spectral and absolute irradiance data, spectral reflectivity of 
crops and ground, and the dynamic evolution of crop optical properties. 

2. Materials and methods 

The methodology steps to predict the bifacial photocurrent gain in 

Fig. 2. Different APV design: a) vegetables exploits the shading conditions 
under PV modules to improve their growth conditions; b) crops are placed 
between arrays to get maximum irradiance. 
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APV systems are succinctly outlined in Fig. 3. 
The initial stage of the process involves the optical characterization 

of the ground to ascertain the spectral reflectivity R(λ). It is defined as 
the ratio of the upward hemispheric ground-reflected irradiance 
GHIR(λ), to the sky Global Horizontal Irradiance GHI(λ), for each 
wavelength (λ), which can be represented as follows [39]: 

R(λ) =
GHIR(λ)
GHI(λ)

(1)  

Traditionally, it is also defined as an absolute reflectivity that is non- 
wavelength dependent, calculated as the quotient of the integer result 
[39]: 

R =

∫ λf
λi

GHIR(λ)dλ
∫ λf

λi
GHI(λ)dλ

(2)  

However, in this research case, Eq. (1) will be employed to account for 
the spectral influence of the ground and the dynamic effects of the crop 
growth cycle on bifacial PV performance. Considering absolute and 
constant reflectivity values for the ground and crop induces significant 
deviations in the photocurrent prediction for APV systems. Spectral 
changes in the crop area and bare soil were measured throughout a 
growing season under varying precipitation and irradiance regimes, 
resulting in different soil conditions and moisture content. The equip-
ment used for this measurement is a dual detector spectrometer (Uni-
spec-DC, PP System, Amesbury, MA, USA) that measures solar 
irradiance and target reflectance simultaneously. The spectrometer 
measures irradiance in 256 contiguous bands for both upwelling and 
downwelling radiation covering a nominal spectral range from approx. 
310 nm to 1100 nm. It achieves a Raileigh resolution of less than 10 nm 
and utilizes a diode array with a bin size of 3.3 nm. Its absolute accuracy 
is less than 0.3 nm, ensuring reliable measurements. Synchronization 
accuracy is approximately 20 μs, and scan time is typically under 1 s, 
excluding integration time, which can be adjusted from 3 to 3200 ms to 
accommodate different measurement requirements. The down-facing 
detector is a fiber optic fitted with a field of view (FOV) restrictor of 
20◦, and the upward looking sensor head is fitted with a cosine diffuser. 
Fiber optic inputs are equipped with standard SMA 905 connectors for 

easy compatibility. Throughout an entire crop cultivation cycle, spectral 
reflectance measurements were taken using the Unispec-DC spectrom-
eter, which allowed to characterize and analyze the reflectance spec-
trum dynamics of the crop at various growth stages. The same 
instrumentation and methodology were used to determine the effect of 
tillage and varying moisture conditions on the bare soil spectral reflec-
tance. The crop reflectance data corresponds to that of a cereal crop 
(rice) grown under aerobic conditions, so it can be a good representative 
of other cereal specifies frequently exploited in APV systems. 

The second phase consists of the characterization of the total and 
spectral irradiance. The total DHI, DNI and GHI irradiance has been 
measured using first class calibrated Kipp and Zonen radiometers. The 
CMP21 model is utilized for measuring the GHI component, while the 
CMP10 and CHP1 models are employed for measuring the DHI and DNI, 
respectively. All equipment is calibrated according to ISO 9060:1990 
standards, with a spectral range of 285 to 2800 nm, sensitivity ranging 
from 7 to 14 μV/W/m2, and spectral selectivity of less than 3 %. 
Instantaneous spectral irradiance has been measured through a factory 
calibrated EKO MS-711N spectroradiometer. The equipment was 
configured with collimating tubes to narrow the field of view of the 
spectroradiometers aperture to 5◦. Exposure time ranged from 10 ms to 
5 s, depending on the intensity of the irradiance conditions. One of the 
spectroradiometers was integrated into a tracker (with an accuracy of 
<0.01◦) to automatically follow the sun (DNI), while measurements of 
GHI and DHI were taken horizontally and coupled to a rotation shadow 
band unit (RSB-01). As the RSB rotates, four measurements are acquired: 
in the first position, the shadow band rests outside of the instrument 
field of view; in the second position, the shadow band stops at − 5circ 

from the sun disk; in the third position, the RSB covers the solar disk to 
perform the measurement; and in the fourth position, the shadow band 
stops + 5circ after the sun disk. Record spectral data every minute in 
steps of 0.5 nm, covering a bandwidth from 300 to 1100 nm, with a 
bandpass nominally < 7 nm (defined as the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM)), and a wavelength accuracy of +/− 0.2 nm [40]. Additionally, 
this equipment was used in conjunction with a data logger (Campbell 
Scientific CR1000) to record the required parameters. The devices are 
installed at the University of Seville (Spain: 37.41 N, 6.01 W). The 
measurements were taken at the mentioned location; however, the 
methodology is applicable to any location where spectral irradiance data 
are available. 

The third phase is crucial for determining the irradiance on the rear 
side of the bifacial PV module. The irradiance on the front side of the 
bifacial PV module 

(
Gfront) can be calculated by [41]: 

Gfront = GbRb +Gd,tilt +RÂ⋅GHI
(

1 − cosβ
2

)

(3)  

where Gb represents the beam irradiance on a horizontal surface; Rb is 
the ratio of the beam irradiance on the tilted surface to that on a hori-
zontal surface; Gd,tilt is the total tilted diffuse irradiance, and the most 
extended procedure to evaluate this parameter is the model of Pérez 
[42]; R is the reflectivity coefficient; and β is the PV module tilt angle. 
For this research case it is considered that the PV module is mounted on 
one axis-tracker, which is the most representative situation for large- 
scale PV systems, so β match with the sun height. 

The irradiance on the rear side of the bifacial PV module (Grear) is 
calculated following the Appelbaum model [34] and the view factor 
theory, assuming that the row of PV modules in any array is infinitely 
long due to its length being significantly greater than the distance be-
tween adjacent arrays. In any energy transfer process, the view factor is 
defined as the portion of the radiative heat flux leaving surface A that 
strikes surface B. That is, the view factor measures how effectively one 
surface can see another surface, solely from a geometric perspective. 
View factors play a crucial role in transferring irradiances from hori-
zontal planes to tilted planes and in considering potential losses asso-
ciated with shadows or different surface material properties. It is also 

Fig. 3. Procedure to evaluate the bifacial photocurrent gain in APV systems. 
Phases are identified on the left, and detailed input for each phase are described 
on the right. 
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assumed a Lambertian diffuse reflection anisotropic distribution instead 
of a specular pattern. 

Grear = GHIÂ⋅
[
Rg

(
Frear

u,g + Frear
s,g

)
+Rc

(
Frear

u,c + Frear
s,c

) ]
+DHI

(
1 + cosβ

2

)

(4)  

where GHI and DHI denote the global and diffuse horizontal irradiance 
spectra, respectively; Rg and Rc represent the ground and crop reflec-
tivity coefficients, respectively. The term Fj

i accounts for various view 
factor coefficients, where the subscripts u, s, g, c denote “unshadow”, 
“shadow”, “ground” and “crop”, respectively. The calculation of these 
view factors employs Hottel’s crossed-string rule [34] as depicted in 
Fig. 4. As an illustrative example, Eq. (3) outlines the procedure for 
calculating the view factor of the shadow effect on the bare soil surface 
[43]: 

Fs,g =

∑
crossed strings −

∑
uncrossed strings

2Â⋅source string
=

AD + BE − AE − BD
2Â⋅AB

(5)  

Additionally, the angular losses factors of the direct (fDNI), diffuse (fDHI)

and reflected (fr) irradiance can be obtained through the following 
equations [13]: 

fDNI =

exp
(

− cos
(

β
ar

))

− exp
(

− 1
ar

)

1 − exp
(

− 1
ar

) (6)  

fDHI = exp

[
− 1
ar

(

c1

(

sinβ +
π − β − sinβ

1 + cosβ

)

+ c2

(

sinβ +
π − β − sinβ

1 + cosβ

)2
)]

(7)  

fr = exp

[
− 1
ar

(

c1

(

sinβ +
β − sinβ
1 − cosβ

)

+ c2

(

sinβ +
β − sinβ
1 − cosβ

)2
)]

(8)  

where ar is the specific angular loss coefficient for each PV technology 
(typically 0.17 for crystalline solar cells), and the values of other pa-

rameters can be found in the reference [44]. 
The coordinates of the various points in Fig. 4 are incorporated into a 

Matlab code to develop a comprehensive APV simulator. This simulator 
enables the calculation of the irradiance on the rear surface of the 
bifacial PV module as a function of factors such as the distance to the 
bare soil or crop ground, albedo coefficients of bare soil or crops, inci-
dent angle, tracker height, the number of PV modules installed in the 
tracker, and other relevant parameters. 

The final stage of the modeling process involves incorporating the 
irradiance output from phase 3 into the bifacial PV module to assess the 
ratio between the current density generated on the rear side and the 
front side. This ratio, as per the described procedure, is directly influ-
enced by the reflection factors previously discussed. Various bifacial PV 
modules are currently available in the market, each exhibiting distinc-
tive characteristics. These include the PERT topology known for its 
lower susceptibility to light-induced degradation, PERL topology with 
boron locally diffused in the contact regions on the rear side, PERC 
widely utilized in large-scale PV systems, IBC type without a metal grid 
contact on the front side, and HIT, distinguished by its n-type. For this 
research study, a PERC bifacial PV module from JA Solar, extensively 
employed in contemporary large-scale PV systems, is selected. The 
technical specifications are comprehensively outlined in Table 1. 

To assess the sensitivity of the bifacial PV module to ground-reflected 
irradiance, this research employs external quantum efficiency (EQE) 
data to evaluate the performance of the device. The EQE quantifies the 
efficiency of converting incident photons to electrons within the solar 
cell, making it a wavelength-dependent function. The examination of 
the EQE plot enables the interpretation of spectral regions contributing 

Fig. 4. APV system geometry to calculate view factor coefficients in two surfaces of infinite lengths, upon the surface is shadow/unshadow and bare soil/crop.  

Table 1 
Bifacial PV module datasheet.  

Dimensions [cm2] 21,900 
No. of cells 156 (6x26) 
Maximum Power (Pmax) [W] 450 
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) [V] 53.58 
Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp) [V] 45.28 
Short Circuit Current (Isc) [A] 10.46 
Maximum Power Current (Imp) [A] 9.94 
Module efficiency (η) [%] 20.4  
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to photocurrent generation. Furthermore, EQE facilitates the computa-
tion of short-current density (Jsc) for the device [45]: 

Jsc =

∫ λ2

λ1

EQE(λ)Â⋅G(λ)dλ (9)  

where G(λ) represents the incident irradiance on the PV module. A 
detailed analysis of the EQE offers insights into optical losses concerning 
a reference condition. Consequently, for accurate photocurrent predic-
tion in APV systems, where irradiance is influenced by the spectral 
performance of various components, this calculation is paramount to 
obtain precise results in terms of photovoltaic energy generation. 

3. Results and discussion 

In this section, our approach is centered on elucidating the key 
components essential for constructing the energy model, as delineated in 
the preceding sections. Each of these components will undergo a 
comprehensive analysis to unveil the individual nuances and contribu-
tions. Subsequently, a meticulous compilation of these analyzed com-
ponents will be undertaken to generate a comprehensive report on the 
final photocurrent generated by the APV system. A critical aspect of this 
analysis involves a dedicated exploration into the sensitivity of each 
component. 

3.1. Ground optical characteristics 

The temporal evolution of the disparity in diurnal crop spectral 
reflectivity is illustrated in Fig. 5, showcasing examples over dry and wet 
soil conditions. The composition of the soil, the percentage of surface 
covered by the crop, and the type of crop, has a high influence on the 
albedo. Assuming a uniform azimuthal orientation distribution and a 
random spatial arrangement of leaf elements [46], the inclination dis-
tribution function undergoes modifications throughout the crop growth 
cycle, influencing the interception of irradiance. Consequently, the 
percentage of soil impacting ground reflectance diminishes over time. 

Additionally, the spectral reflectivity of most green leaves exhibits 
similarity, explicable through the selective absorption of irradiance by 
leaf pigments and water. Notably, leaf pigments such as carotenoids and 
chlorophyll exhibit pronounced absorption in the visible region, with a 
peak absorption range around 400–650 nm. Beyond this spectral range, 
neither leaf pigments nor water significantly interact with irradiance, 
resulting in elevated reflectivity. Generally, a crop’s spectral reflectivity 
is primarily dictated by the probability of photon interaction with either 

the crop or the soil surface. Nevertheless, physiological processes within 
crops introduce variations in leaf optical properties, thereby offering an 
avenue to assess crop health diagnosis through optical characterization 
[47,48]. 

As depicted in Fig. 5, leaf spectral reflectivity experiences an 
augmentation in the Near-Infrared (NIR) range due to the influence that 
canopy architecture, vegetation density, and other factors related to leaf 
structure and canopy arrangement plays on NIR reflectivity. Statistical 
comparisons were executed through one-way ANOVA test at 95 % 
confidence level (p < 0.05). The maximum reflectivity values are 
observed to be 47 % at 779 nm for the early growth stage and achieving 
a maximum value of 57 % for the same wavelength. Moreover, it is also 
observed how the change of bare soil by crops reduces the spectral 
reflectivity of the ground from 25 % to 10 % in the range of 550 to 700 
nm. This observation clearly has a significant influence on the spectral 
irradiance incoming on the rear side of the bifacial PV module, reducing 
its energy generated. The crop reflectivity data corresponds to that of a 
cereal crop (rice) grown under aerobic conditions, so it can be a good 
representative of other cereal specifies frequently exploited in APV 
systems. 

The significance of comprehending reflectivity for accurate photo-
current predictions in bifacial PV modules is observed in Fig. 5. This 
optical parameter is inherently influenced by the morphological char-
acteristics of the considered surface, imparting either an isotropic or 
anisotropic albedo environment. Notably, existing literature and widely 
adopted PV design software often assume the ground to behave as a 
Lambertian reflector, characterized by uniform reflection in all di-
rections. However, under these conditions, the spectral reflectivity of 
the ground remains invariant throughout the day, leading to an over-
estimation of predicted photocurrent. For instance, the spectral reflec-
tivity of compact soil exhibits increased specularity when the soil is 
compacted compared to its tilled state before crop plantation, conse-
quently favoring a more diffuse reflectivity pattern. Additionally, when 
the soil is irrigated, the reflectivity is also reduced due to the water 
absorption. In light of these considerations, various optical models are 
available in the literature [49] (Table 2), and their incorporation into 
the modelling process is imperative to assess the sensitivity of predicted 
photocurrent to ground morphology conditions. This approach ac-
knowledges the dynamic nature of ground reflectivity and aims to refine 
accurate photocurrent predictions by accounting for realistic surface 
characteristics. 

Table 3 summarizes the results of the absolute reflectivity obtained 
for each spectrum showed in Fig. 5, as per Eq. (2). These values will also 

Fig. 5. Spectral reflectivity measured as function of wavelength (a) and dynamic crop growth (b), both compared to different types of soil: tilled dry (red dash line), 
tilled wet (blue dash line) and dry compact (black dot line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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be considered in the model to highlight differences in photocurrent 
prediction when absolute or spectral values are utilized as raw data. 

3.2. Solar irradiance characteristics 

The energetic impact of the spectral irradiance is of particular 
importance to determine the photocurrent estimation of any PV system, 
but fundamental for APV systems based on bifacial PV modules. How-
ever, spectral irradiance database is not readily available at any location 
with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution [50], so typically re-
searchers use irradiance absolute values, but its uncertainty is propa-
gated directly to the photocurrent prediction. We have selected two days 
visually identified as “clear sky” and “hazy sky” by experienced experts. 
The selected clear and hazy sky days correspond to the days 22nd July 
and 28th June 2023, respectively. Both days were monitored at high 
resolution, getting data at each nanometer with a 1-min frequency. Both 
set of datasets are used to investigate the sensitivity of the methodology 
proposed for evaluate the photocurrent generated by the APV system. 
The daily radiation profiles of the absolute GHI, DNI and DHI compo-
nents are shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7 shows the different components of the spectral irradiance 

measured under two different conditions: clear and hazy sky. Fig. 7 il-
lustrates that when solar radiation reaches the Earth’s surface, it not 
only impacts irradiance but also influences spectral components. The 
solar irradiance spectrum exhibits variability throughout the day, a 
phenomenon evident in all components: GHI, DNI, and DHI. The DHI 
component is conventionally understood to be uniformly distributed 
across the sky under clear sky, with the highest values expected during 
midday (Fig. 7c), corresponding to the typical orientation of PV modules 
in one-axis tracker. However, Fig. 7f demonstrates how the DHI spectral 
distribution undergoes modification on a typical day characterized by 
hazy sky conditions, where an increase in atmospheric mass results in 
broader spectrum with heightened intensity. The diffuse fraction cor-
relation (kd) is subsequently computed to assess the impact of the 
spectral diffuse irradiance component on the selected days for this 
analysis (Fig. 8) [51]. 

kd(λ) =
DHI(λ)
GHI(λ)

(10)  

While the selected clear sky conditions yield diffuse fraction coefficient 
(kd) values closer to 0, the day with hazy sky conditions presents higher 
values, particularly during sunset and noon hour. Moreover, on the hazy 
sky day, kd exhibits notable inhomogeneity in terms of wavelength 
dependence, underscoring the significance of incorporating spectral 
irradiance data for accurate energy yield predictions. In the subsequent 
section, this information is juxtaposed with the spectral sensitivity of the 
PV module. 

Table 4 compiles the absolute values of solar irradiance components 
measured on the same days using a conventional pyranometer instead of 
one spectroradiometer. Although these absolute values align effectively 
with the integration of spectral irradiance datasets, the predicted 
photocurrent diverges in both cases due to the wavelength dependent 
nature of the quantum efficiency of the solar cell. 

Taking into account the spectral solar irradiance and the spectral 
reflectivity of the ground and acknowledging the dependence of this 
parameter on the extent of crop coverage over the soil, the distribution 
of irradiance incident on the rear side of the bifacial PV module can be 

Table 2 
Optical models for the ground reflectivity.  

Isotropic models 
Liu-Jordan Rdif =

1 + cosβ
2 

Korokanis Rdif =
1
3
(2+cosβ)

Badescu Rdif =
1
4
(3+cos(2β))

Anisotropic models 
Willmot 

Rdif =
BNrb

S0
+ Cβ

(

1 −
BN

S0

)

Gueymard Rdif =
(
1 − Ng

)
Rd0 + NgRd1 

Ma-Iqbal 
Rdif = ktrb + (1 − kt)

(
1 + cosβ

2

)

Table 3 
Absolute reflectivity R calculated from spectrum showed in Fig. 5.  

Bare soil 

Compact Tilled dry Tilled wet 

27 % 14 % 13 %  

Crop growth cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

10% 9% 9% 10% 12% 13% 12% 14% 12% 14% 15% 16% 19% 18%  

Fig. 6. Daily absolute GHI, DNI and DHI values monitored for two different days: clear sky (a) and hazy day (b).  
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simulated (Fig. 9). This calculation is performed with the experimental 
data recorded with the tracker positioned at 45◦, corresponding to 11 h 
GMT on July 22nd. The calculated irradiance exhibits a nonuniformity 
of 27 % for the lower PV module and 8 % for the highest PV module 
installed in the tracker in a 2 V configuration. It is shown that the dis-
tribution is not uniform with the lower side of the PV module receiving 
higher irradiance, which is explained by the isotropic distribution of DHI 
component and the consideration of shadowing effects through the 
corresponding view factors. 

Furthermore, it is observed that solar irradiance intensity increases 
when the ground is fully covered by crops, and no bare soil is considered. 
This phenomenon occurs because, despite the spectral reflectivity of 
bare soil displaying more uniform values than crops, the latter exhibit 
higher reflectance in the range of 600 to 1100 nm. These results are 

aligned with previous research reported by Monokroussos et al. [52] 
who performed a similar approach but considering only grave ground 
albedo conditions without any influence from the crop for APV appli-
cations. This inhomogeneities are negligible if the modeling is carried 
out using absolute solar irradiance and ground reflectivity values. 

3.3. PV module spectral influence 

Based on the semiconductor materials chosen for the manufacturing 
of the solar cell, and their respective band gaps, significant variations in 
the sensitivity of diverse PV technologies to spectral solar irradiance can 
be discerned. Fig. 10 [53] shows the spectral response of various PV 
technologies available at large scale in the commercial market, all of 
which have purportedly been engineered with bifacial properties 

Fig. 7. Spectral solar irradiance measured for two different days, sunny conditions a) GHI, b) DNI, c) DHI; and haze conditions d) GHI, e) DNI, f) DHI.  
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[54–56]. A comparison between Fig. 10 and Fig. 5 distinctly reveals that 
a-Si and CdTe technologies exhibit low photocurrent generation in any 
bifacial APV system. This is attributed to the mismatch in spectral 
sensitivity concerning wavelength with the reflected irradiance. None-
theless, when the prediction of photocurrent is calculated according to 
Eq. [11], utilizing absolute values of ground reflectivity (ρ), absolute 
irradiance (Grear), and the IV typical optoelectronic parameters (Jsc,Voc,

FF) derived from each PV technology, there exists no criterium to 
dismiss a-Si and CdTe PV technologies for bifacial APV applications. The 
inclusion of spectral data in the model is imperative to ensure the ac-
curate photocurrent predictions [57]. 

Pout =
JscÂ⋅VocÂ⋅FF

Grear
(11)  

Additionally, Riedel-Lyngskaer et al. [16] reported the spectral response 
of different bifacial PV samples based on c-Si (IBC, PERT and PERC), 
noting negligible distinctions among them and between front and rear 
sides of the PV module. 

To assess the feasibility of bifacial PV modules in one-axis tracking 
for APV applications, we have adapted the methodology outlined by 
Mouhib et al. [4] to determine the generated front and rear photocur-
rents, along the photocurrent ratio (ξ) [Eqs. (12)–(14)]: 

Jfront
sc =

∫
SRfront(λ)Â⋅Gfront(λ)dλ

∫
Gfront(λ)dλ

(12)  

Jrear
sc =

∫
SRrear(λ)Â⋅Grear(λ)dλ
∫

Grear(λ)dλ
(13)  

ξ =
Jrear

sc

Jfront
sc

(14) 

Fig. 8. Diffuse fraction coefficient (kd) calculated for a) clear sky, and b) hazy sky.  

Table 4 
Absolute daily irradiance measured for both selected days: a) clear sky, and b) 
hazy sky conditions.   

Clear sky Hazy sky 

GHI (kWh⋅m− 2⋅day− 1)  8.29  6.73 
DNI (kWh⋅m− 2⋅day− 1)  9.62  3.25 
DHI (kWh⋅m− 2⋅day− 1)  1.18  3.84  

Fig. 9. Solar irradiance relative distribution simulated on the rear surface of 
the bifacial PV, as a function of the crop cover fraction versus soil 

Fig. 10. Normalized spectral response for commercial large-scale PV technol-
ogies [34]. 
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The integral limits encompass the wavelength range corresponding to 
the spectral response of the solar cell and the irradiance measurement 
range. Under this definition, if the bifacial PV module receives equiva-
lent energy on both faces, the photocurrent ratio (ξ) attains a value of 1. 
This metric proves valuable for quantifying the photocurrent enhance-
ment on the rear side of the PV device, contingent upon the geometrical 
characteristics of the APV system and the optical properties of the 
ground. Another pertinent advantage of the photocurrent ratio (ξ) lies in 
assessing variations in the spectral conditions of solar irradiance. In 
cases where the absolute energy incident on both sides of the bifacial PV 
module remains the same but experiences spectral modifications due to 
ground reflectance, the photocurrent ratio (ξ) deviates from 1. These 
nuances cannot be captured using conventional Eq. (11) and absolute 
values to predict the photocurrent. 

Fig. 11 and Table 5 illustrate the photocurrent generated by the rear 
side of the bifacial PV module under various sky conditions as function 
of the ground reflectance. The aim is to emphasize the significance of 
incorporating spectral raw data in photocurrent predictions. It is 
observed that, under clear sky conditions where the direct normal 
irradiance (DNI) is predominant (Fig. 7b), the maximum photocurrent 
occurs when the tracker is nearly horizontal, corresponding to midday. 
In contrast, under hazy sky conditions where the diffuse horizontal 
irradiance (DHI) is dominant (Fig. 7e), the maximum photocurrent is 
achieved when the tracker is in quasi-vertical position to maximize the 
Lambert coefficient, which is dependent on the cosine of the tracker 
inclination. 

Furthermore, ground conditions exert a substantial influence on the 
rear side photocurrent. As ground increases the crop/bare soil ratio, the 
reflectance rises in those wavelengths matching well with the solar cell 
spectral response, thereby enhancing the photocurrent generated on the 
rear side of the bifacial PV module. This observation underscores the 
advantages of hybrid conventional PV systems with agricultural appli-
cations, leveraging crop reflectivity in the bifacial PV module. 

Analysis of Fig. 11, specifically parts c) and d), leads to the conclu-
sion that the influence of ground optical properties becomes more pro-
nounced when the tracker angle increases, owing to the view factor in 
such configuration. While, under clear sky conditions, the difference 
between front and rear photocurrent remains relatively constant 
throughout the day, it is notable that under hazy sky conditions, the 

Fig. 11. Photocurrent generated in the rear side of the bifacial PV module as function of the shaded, bare soil and crop surface using spectral irradiance data for a 
clear sky (a) and hazy sky conditions (b). Rear and front photocurrent ratio (ξ) generated in clear sky (c) and hazy sky (d) conditions. 

Table 5 
Comparison of estimated front and rear side bifacial PV module photocurrent 
ratio (ξ) under different sky conditions and ground reflectance when using 
spectral or absolute raw data as input.  

Crop/bare soil 
ratio (%) 

Clear sky conditions Hazy sky conditions 

ξ spectral 
data 

ξ absolute 
data 

ξ spectral 
data 

ξ absolute 
data 

0  0.111  0.165  0.143  0.165 
27  0.103  0.164  0.136  0.164 
53  0.086  0.163  0.118  0.163 
80  0.083  0.161  0.114  0.161 
100  0.081  0.160  0.112  0.160  
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ratio (ξ) varies from 0.09 to 0.27 over the day. Such variation and its 
influence in the photocurrent estimation cannot be accurately deter-
mined through absolute values of ground reflectance and solar 
irradiance. 

Table 6 contrasts the photocurrent ratio (ξ) estimation of the bifacial 
PV module under different ground and sky conditions, utilizing both 
spectral and absolute values. Relative difference percentage (ΔJ) be-
tween absolute and spectral photocurrent is defined as: 

ΔJ(%) =
J(abs)

sc − J(spec)
sc

J(spec)
sc

× 100 (15)  

For this calculation, the tracker is considered to be in an intermediate 
position (30◦), which corresponds to 12 h GMT conditions during the 
measurement campaign, irradiance is 990 W⋅m− 2 for clear sky and 843 
W⋅m− 2 for hazy sky, soil average reflectance is 33 %, and crop average 
reflectance is 16 %. 

The data presented in Table 6 reveals an overestimation of the rear 
photocurrent compared to the front in all cases when considering ab-
solute data versus spectral data, under the specified conditions. This 
overestimation is consistently more pronounced under clear sky condi-
tions, with a relative difference (ΔJ) ranging from 48.6 % to 100 %, than 
under hazy sky conditions, where the range is between 15.4 % and 42.9 
%. As the crop/bare ratio on the terrain increases, the relative difference 
between both types of calculations become more prominent. Conse-
quently, a notable relative difference (ΔJ) has been observed from the 
utilization of either absolute or spectral data, surpassing the intrinsic 
uncertainties of both measurement devices. These disparities lead to an 
overestimation in photocurrent when using bifacial PV modules of 
approximately 4.8 % to 7.9 % under clear sky conditions and 1.5 % to 
2.1 % under hazy sky conditions. Furthermore, the consideration of 
absolute data in the calculations results in minimal sensitivity of the 
predicted photocurrent to changes in the level of crop coverage on the 
ground. 

Once again, these findings underscore the recommendation of 
employing spectral values instead of absolute values for accurate pre-
diction of the photocurrent in bifacial PV modules. 

3.4. Photocurrent prediction analysis 

Once it has been demonstrated the importance of using spectral 
values to predict the photocurrent in the bifacial PV module of the APV 
system, it is explored the sensitivity of the model to additional aspects 
like the natural growth of the crops and the incorporation of anisotropic 
optical models for the reflected irradiance in the ground. Fig. 12 illus-
trates the ratio (ξ) generated by the bifacial PV module during the 
complete growth cycle of the crop. Over this time, as consequence of the 
natural evolution of the leaf of the crop, the spectral reflectance changes 
significantly, affecting the irradiance received by the rear side of the 
bifacial PV module. 

The ratio of photocurrent in the bifacial PV module demonstrates a 
pronounced dependency on the nature of input data, whether spectral or 
absolute. Absolute data exhibit constrained sensitivity to solar irradi-
ance variations, regardless of atmospheric conditions (clear sky or hazy 

sky). In both scenarios, they consistently generate inflated photocurrent 
predictions compared to spectral values. Conversely, spectral data 
analysis reveals a distinct patter contingent on atmospheric conditions, 
illustrating a higher photocurrent ratio (ξ) on hazy days due to the 
prevailing contribution of diffuse irradiance on the rear side of the 
bifacial PV module. 

Significantly, ground conditions play a pivotal role, with bare and 
compact soil resulting in a higher short-circuit current ratio compared to 
surface cultivated or planted with crops. When modifying compact 
ground to incorporate crops into the APV system, a two-step process 
involving tillage and irrigation is implemented. During tillage, the re-
flected irradiance undergoes a transition from quasi-specular to aniso-
tropic conditions with a directional reflection. Subsequently, during 
irrigation, increased humidity reduces ground reflectance, thereby 
minimizing reflected irradiance on the rear side of the bifacial PV 
module. Finally, the presence of crops modifies the reflectance model to 
a Lambertian reflection. 

Furthermore, the growth of crops emerges as a critical factor influ-
encing ground reflectance, leading to a noticeable enhancement of the 
photocurrent ratio (ξ) as plants mature. Considering ground or crop 
reflectivity as absolute values constant over time results in an over-
estimation of photocurrent in the bifacial PV module installed in the 
APV system. While this overestimation may be advantageous from a 
project’s bankability perspective, it can lead to misunderstanding be-
tween the site operator and owner when the real performance ratio falls 
below expected values. 

Given that typical crop growth cycles extend from 4 to 6 months, it 
becomes imperative to revisit the evolution of reflectance influence on 
the bifacial PV module production twice annually to ensure the accuracy 
of photocurrent predictions. This periodic assessment is crucial for 
capturing the dynamic nature of ground optical properties influenced by 
the growth stages of crops over an agricultural season. The reflectance 
dynamic evolution points out a critical factor in APV systems compared 
to conventional large-scale PV systems, where the ground influence in 
the energy production can be considered constant over time. 

These findings underscore the paramount importance of incorpo-
rating spectral data for accurate photocurrent predictions in bifacial PV 
modules within APV systems, and subsequent energy yield estimation. 
The insights gained offer valuable guidance for optimizing project per-
formance, aligning operational results with expected outcomes estab-
lished during the design phase. 

The dynamics of the ground influence not only the reflectance values 
but also the optical model, as the nature of the reflected irradiance 

Table 6 
Comparison of relative difference between absolute and spectral photocurrent 
(ΔJ) under different sky conditions and ground reflectance when using spectral 
or absolute raw data as input.  

Crop/bare soil ratio (%) Relative difference (ΔJ(%))

Clear sky conditions Hazy sky conditions 

0  48.6 %  15.4 % 
27  59.2 %  20.6 % 
53  89.5 %  38.1 % 
80  93.9 %  41.2 % 
100  100.0 %  42.9 %  

Fig. 12. Comparison of the ratio of photocurrent generated in the rear and 
front side of the bifacial PV module. 
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undergoes a transition from a cuasi-specular to a Lambertian distribu-
tion, incorporating anisotropic contributions dependent on soil charac-
teristics and the leafiness of crops. To assess the sensitivity of the 
photocurrent predicted by the bifacial PV module to these models, 
equation [Eq. (4)] is adapted to introduce a preferential direction in the 
reflected light, in a similar way as explained Sun et al. [13]: 

Grear = GHIÂ⋅
[
αg

(
Frear

u,g + Frear
s,g +

)
+ αc

(
Frear

u,c + Frear
s,c

)
+
(
1

− Frear
anis

)(
αg + αc

) ]
+DHI

(
1 + cosβ

2

)

(16)  

where the diffuse reflected irradiance is modified with the view factor 
Frear

anis to emphasize a preferential orientation. The influence of consid-
ering anisotropic reflections primarily impacts the uniformity of the 
irradiance received on the rear side of the bifacial PV module rather than 
the overall photocurrent generated. Fig. 13 shows the irradiance dis-
tribution on the rear side of the bifacial PV module as function of 
anisotropic view factor, dependent on the geometrical pattern in the 
ground and the tracker height. As the tracker height increases, the in-
fluence of the anisotropic terms diminishes 

(
Frear

anis→1
)
, while for low 

tracker height, especially when the ground is tilled or the foliage density 
is low, the anisotropic terms become non-negligible. 

Examining Eq. (14) elucidates that anisotropic effects manifest more 
prominently under clear sky conditions, where the diffuse irradiance 
component is lower compared to hazy sky conditions. Consequently, we 
infer that incorporating anisotropic terms into the model yields precise 
outcomes concerning the distribution of reflected solar irradiance on the 
rear side of the bifacial PV module. This consideration becomes partic-
ularly significant under specific boundary conditions in the APV system 
design: a) tilled ground; b) relatively lower tracker height; c) non- 
dominance of the solar diffuse irradiance component. 

4. Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that employing spectral data for predicting 
photocurrent in APV systems provides more accurate results compared 
to using absolute data. The dynamic nature of soil in agrovoltaic setups 
introduces variability in reflectance over time, influenced by factors 
such as soil type (compact or tilled), crop type, and foliage level and 
growth cycle. Notably, the reflectivity of the soil is not constant, leading 
to significant deviations in energy production when integrated over 
time. Optimal conditions for energy production are observed when the 
soil is fully planted, accompanied by tall foliage that facilitates isotropic 
irradiance dispersion. 

Spectral irradiance data collected during a clear sky day reveals that 
rear-side photocurrent is maximized in bifacial PV modules when the 
tracker position remains horizontal in APV systems. However, during 
hazy sky days, nearly vertical tracking proves to be more productive. 
Additionally, it is found that the presence of cultivated soil enhances the 
uniformity of irradiance on the rear side of the bifacial PV module 
minimizing the temperature distribution, compared to bare and tilled 
soil. This underscores the importance of considering the ground cover 
and cultivation practices when optimizing photocurrent generated in 
agrovoltaic systems. 

In summary, our research emphasizes the importance of incorpo-
rating spectral data, accounting for ground (soil and crops) dynamics, 
and considering environmental conditions (sunny or hazy sky) for ac-
curate predictions and optimization of energy output in bifacial PV 
modules deployed in agrovoltaic settings. Furthermore, as future 
research directions, we recommend for conducting additional mea-
surements of spectral reflectance across various crops throughout their 
growth cycles. These measurements should be correlated with the en-
ergy production of bifacial PV modules within agrovoltaic systems, 
aiming to enhance the accuracy and applicability of analytical models. 
Additionally, we strongly recommend making spectral radiation 

measurements openly accessible to facilitate comparisons of PV model 
performance using both absolute and spectral radiation data. 
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